
1

1

2

2

3

3

4

2.5mm Allen key 1

4

5

5

6

7

1

1

8

8

1.Make a hole on the counter

at Φ32 - Φ38mm if .

1

5.screw out the thread pipe from the

screws , and then tighten thethread

pipes to the faucets.

6

6.Tighten the screws with screwdriver (7). 7.Fasten the other end of the hose (4)

to the angle valves by spanner (5).

4.Fix the two hot and cold

inlet hose (5) to the faucet.

3.Pass all the fasten parts (in correct

direction) through the cold&cold inlet

hose (5), then makethese hose (5) go

through the hole from down totop

counter .

4

6

7

2.Flush any contaminates in

supply lines for 30-60 seconds

until water is clean.

2

Hot

Cold

100mm min

Ø32-Ø38mm

Hot

Cold

Hot

Cold

3.Pass all the fasten parts (3)(in correct direction)

through the pull out hose(5) hot&cold inlet hose (6),

then makethese hoses (5) (6) go through the hole from

down to top counter , Fix the two hot and cold inlet hose

(5) (6)to the faucet.accordingly

3

Hot

Cold

outlet

outlet

outlet pipe

Cold

Hot

4.screw out the thread pipe from the fasten parts(3)

, and then tighten the thread pipes to the faucets.

4

 

outlet

outlet pipe

Cold

Hot

5.Tighten the screws nut from(3) with screwdriver (9).

5

6
7

Cold

Hot

1 3

4

S/N

1

2

3
5

4

5

6

6

7

8

9

10

10

100mm min

1.Make a hole on the counter

at Φ32 - Φ38mm if .

7.Fasten the other end of the hose (4)

to the angle valves by spanner (6).

7 8

9

2.Flush any contaminates in supply lines

for 30-60 seconds until water is clean.

2

PULL DOWN KITCHEN FAUCET

6.screw up the pull out hose (5) to the

outlet pipe , and open the weight ball(7)

and fasten to the pull out hose.

32

1

USER'S

MANUAL

Product installation , Maintance

Note: the faucet model is patented and do not allow for copy in this manual

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

S/N

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1.Before installation, please dig a

proper wall position with depth

46-55mm , and flush the inside and

outside dirt . Fix the concealed body

(6) , then fasten the screws .Turn on

the valves to check if any leakage.

2.Fix the face plate (4)to the concealed

body (5). Take off the pipe connecto from

spout (1) with tape. Then, fasten to the

body (5) by 8mm allen key (3) .

3.Take off the protective sleeve (7) ,

fix handle to the faucet concealed

body (5) by screws set (6).

4.Fix the spout (1) to the faucet

concealed body (5) .

1

2 3 4

45-65mm depth

1

 

 

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

S/N

1

2

3

4

5

 handle

faucet wall body

protective sleeve

screw set

1

1

1

1

 spout connector

 flange for spout

spout

spout wall body

flange for wall body

1

1

1

1

1

6

7

8

9

1.Before installation, please dig a proper wall

position with depth 46-55mm , and flush the

inside and outside dirt . Fix the concealed

body (2) , then fasten the screws.

3.Turn on the valves to check if any leakage,fix

the flangefor wall body (6) to the faucetwall body

(2) , while fix the flange (8) to spout wall body (5).

2.the same method as 1 to fix the spout wall

body (5)to wall, then fixthe spout connector

(7) to spout wall body (5) by 8mm allen key.

1

2

3

4.fix the spout to the body (4) to body (5) , while

take off the protective sleeve (9) , and fixe

thehandle (1) to faucet wall body (2).

4

Inlet

8mm

tape

45-65mm depth

tape

outle

Cold

Hot

Φ6mm depth

35mm hole

Cold

Hot

45-65mm depth

Φ6mm depth

35mm hole

50mm

5
0
m

m

50mm

5
0
m

m

M5*3

2.5mm

2.5mm
M5*3

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

S/N

Description
No.s

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

 shattaf

 shower hose

holder

handle

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

face plate

concealed body

Protecive sleeve

screws set

8mm allen key

1.Before installation, please dig a proper wall

position with depth 46-55mm , and flush the

inside and outside dirt . Fix the concealed body

(6) , then fasten the screws .Turn on the valves to

check if any leakage.

2.Fix the face plate (5)to the concealed

body (6). Take off the pipe connector

from holder (3) with tape. Then, fasten

to the body (6) by 8mm allen key (8) .

3.Fix the holder (3) to the connector

, and fasten with screws set (7).

Also same as handle .

4.connect the hose (2) one end

to the holder (3) , and other end

to the shattf (1).

1

2

3 4

45-65mm depth

1

2

3

4

5

6

S/N
Description

No.s

1

2

3

 Faucet

 Wall “Z” pipes and

1

1

1

flanges

screws set

hand shower

shower hose

 shower holder

4

5

6

1

1

1

2.screw up the wall flange (2) to the “Z” pipes  (2).

1.Tapes around the wall “Z” pipes (2), and

screw them to the wall water pipes, then

fasten tight by spanner. After, flush any

contaminates in supply lines for 30-60

seconds until water is clean.

3 4

3.put the rubber O-rings to the faucet (1) screw

nuts, and fasten tight to the wall “Z” pipes(2) by

spanner.

5

4.Fix the shower holder (6) to the wall, and fasten

by screwdriver.

5.connect the shower hose (5) one end to faucet

(1) , and other end to hand shower (4) .

drill two holsin

proper sizefor screws

1 2

KITCHEN / BASIN MIXER SHATTAF SET

150

BATH & SHOWER MIXERWALL BASIN MIXER (A)

WALL BASIN MIXER (B)

USER'S MANUAL

Product installation , Maintenance

Function : 
Check whether there is a leak n the connection and the function is normal. Before above 
installation, flush any contaminates in supply lines for 30-60 seconds until water is clean. 
To avoid any contaminates stuck in the faucet and affection the faucet 
function usage.

Maintenance

Maintenance: 
Check and clean all parts and replace if necessary. Stop the water supply and perform 
maintenance work.

Cleaning: 
Clean with fresh water and soft cloth.
Do not use below cleansers to damage the faucet surface, 

abrasive sponges
cleanser
organic solvent or acid cleansers
scale removers
household vinegar or vinegar-based cleansers
other sensitive chemical cleansers

Note: all faucet models in this manual are patented. Do not allow for any copy in this manual

     
     

Installation List

S/N Description

Faucet

Fasten parts

Nos

1

1

1

Instruction

Hot & cold inlet 
hose

Spanner

Gloves

Screwdriver

1

1

BASIN / KITCHEN MIXER

1. Make a hole on the conter at  
    Ø32 -  Ø38mm.

2. Flush any contaminates in     
    supply lines for 30-60             
    seconds until water is clean.

3
3. Pass all the fasten parts (3) in       
    correct directions through the hot  
    &cold inlet hose (5), then make     
    these hose (3) go through the       
    hole from down to top counter. 

4. Fix the two hot & cold inlet     
    hose (5) to the faucet.

5. screw out the thread pipe from    
    the fasten parts (3), and then      
    tighten the thread pipes to the     
    faucet.

5
6.  Fasten the screws nut from (3) with screwdriver (7). 7. Fasten the other end of the hose (5)

    to the angle valves by spanner (6)

7

Installation List
Description

Faucet

Instruction

Fasten parts

2.5mm Allen Key

Pull out hose

Hot & cold inlet 
hose 

Weight ball

Spanner 

Screwdriver

Gloves

Nos

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

PULL DOWN KITCHEN MIXER

1. Make a hole on the counter at  
    Ø32 -  Ø38mm.

Ø32-Ø38mm 1
2. Flush any contaminates in     
    supply lines for 30-60             
    seconds until water is clean.

3. Pass all the fasten parts (3) in correct      
    direction through the pull out hose (5)      
    and hot&cold inlet hose (6), then make
    these hoses (5)(6) go through the hole
    from down to top counter. Fix the hot&     
    cold inlet hose (6) to the faucet                 
    accordingly. 

4. screw out the thread pipe from the   
    fasten parts(3), and then tighten the
    thread pipes to the faucet.

5. Tighten the screws nut from (3) with screwdriver(9) 
    as above picture.

6.  Screw up the pull out hose (5) to the      
     outlet pipe, and open the weight ball (7) 
     and fasten to the pull out hose. 

                        

Outlet 
pipe

7. Fasten the other end of the      
    hose (4) to the angle valves 
    by spanner (6)

CONCEALED BASIN MIXER (A)Installation List

Description           Nos

Spout                  1  

Handle                1  

8mm allen key        1

Face plate             1

Faucet concealed 
body

Protective sleeve      1

Screws set             1

1

1. Before installation, please dig a proper 
    wall position with depth 46-55mm , and 

    flush the inside and outside dirt. Fix the 

    concealed body (5), then fasten the      
    screws. Turn on the valves to check if  
    any leakage.

2. Take off the pipe connector from spout (1)      
    and tape it well. Then, fasten to the body (5)   
    spout side by 8mm allen key (3). 

3. Take off the protective sleeve (7), and fix     
    the face plate (4) to concealed body (5) in   
    right position. Then, fix the handle (2) to the
    faucet (5) by screws set (7).

4. Fix the spout (1) to the faucet concealed     
    body (5) and screw it tight.

Description      Nos   

1. Before installation, please dig a proper 
    wall position with depth 46-55mm , and 

    flush the inside and outside dirt. Fix the 

    concealed body (2), then fasten the      
    screws. Turn on the valves to check if  
    any leakage.

2. the same method as 1 to fix the spout wall 
    body (5) to wall . Then fix the spout connector (5)  
    to spout wall body (8) by 8mm allen key.

3. Turn on the valves to check if any leakage. 
    Then, take off the protective sleeve, and fix the     
    flanges(9) to faucet body (2). And fix the spout      
    flanges (6) to the spout wall body (8).

4. Fix the spout (7) to spout body (8). Then, fix the    
    handle (1) to faucet body (2).

CONCEALED BASIN MIXER (B)

SHATTAF MIXERInstallation List

1. Before installation, please dig a proper 
    wall position with depth 46-55mm , and 

    flush the inside and outside dirt. Fix the 

    concealed body (6), then fasten the      
    screws. Turn on the valves to check if  
    any leakage.

2. Fix the face plate (5) to the concealed body (6). 
    Take off the pipe connector from holder (3) with 
    tape. Then, fasten to the body (6) by 8mm allen 
    key (8).

3. Fix the holder (3) to the connector, and
    fasten with screws set (7), as well as    
    the handle. 

4. Connect the hose (2) one end to the   
    holder (3), and other end to the shattaf (1).

BATH & SHOWER MIXER
Installation List Installation List

1. Tape around the wall "Z" pipes (2),  and 
    screw them to the wall water pips. Then 
    fasten tight by spanner. After, flush any 
    contaminates in supply lines for 30-60 
    seconds until water is clean. 

2. Screw up the walll flange (2) to the 
     "Z" pipes (2).

3. Put the rubber O-rings to the faucet (1)  
    screw nuts, and fix the faucet (1) to the  
    wall "Z" pipes (2) by spanner.

4. Fix the shower holder (6) to the wall by       
    screw sets (3), and fasten by screwdriver. 

5. Connect the shower hose (5) one end to    
    the faucet (1), the other end to hand           
    shower (4)



4 5 6
7

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

S/N

Description

No.s

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

shower column

accessories

Rain shower

Faucet

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Wall “Z” pipes and

flanges

Screws set

Shower holder

Hand shower

Shower hose

Shower column holder

Spanner

Gloves

screwdriver

10

11

12

2.screw up the wall flange (4) to the “Z” pipes  (4).1.Tapes around the wall “Z” pipes (4), and screw

them to the wall water pipes, then fasten tight by

spanner. After, flush any contaminates in supply

lines for 30-60 seconds until water is clean.

2

3

3.put the rubber O-rings to the

faucet (3) screw nuts, and fastentight

to the wall “Z” pipes  (4) by spanner.

4.Fix the shower column accessories (1)

to the faucet (3), for mark the position of

the shower column holder (9),then take

out the shower column  accessories (1) .

5.Fix the shower column holder (9) to wall ,

then cover by wall flange.

6.Fix the shower column accessories (1) to the

faucet (3), and connect (1) to the holder(9) .

Then fix the shower hose (8), hand shower (7),

rain shower (2).

Identify the height and mark

wall position for screws

4

5

6

9

10

11
12

150

1 2 3

4

6

5

7

8

S/N

1

No.s

1

2

3

2

1

1

2

2

2

1

4

5

6

7

8

Ø33

Note: Make a proper hole as suggested

on the counter in proper distance.

Ø25Ø33

3.flush any contaminates in supply lines for

30-60 seconds until water is clean. Fasten

the otherend of inlet hose (from 5) to the

angle valves by spanner.

1.Make each parts (1 & 2 & 3 & 6) installed

to the counter holes separately in the correct

direction as picture, then fasten each screw

nuts by spanner.

2.Fix the each hose (5 & 7) accordingly

to each parts as picture.

1 2 3

Flush any

contaminates in

supply lines for

30-60 seconds until

water is clean

150mm
150mm

Hot

Cold

Hot

Cold

Ø25 Ø30
Ø33

Ø30

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

Note: Make a proper hole as suggested

on the counter in proper distance.

3.flush any contaminates in supply lines

for 30-60 seconds until water is clean.

Fasten the other end of inlet hose (from

5) to the angle valves by spanner.

1.Make each parts (1 & 2 & 3 & 4 )

installed to the counter holes separately

in the correct direction as picture, then

3

fasten each screw nuts by spanner.

2.Fix the each hose (5 & 7 & 8)

accordingly to each parts as picture,

after, fix the weight ball (6) to shower

hose (8) .

ColdHot

ColdHot

ColdHot

1 2 3

S/N

Description

No.s

1

2

3

Bath spout parts

Diverter parts

faucet parts

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

5

6

7

8

9

hand shower parts

Inlet hose (3 color)

Weight ball

Inlet flexible hose

shower hose

Spanner

Gloves

screwdriver

10

11

9

10
11

150mm 150mm 150mm

1.Before installation, please dig a proper wall

position with depth 46-55mm , and flush the

inside and outside dirt . Fix the concealed

body (2) , then fasten thescrews.

2.Fix the face plate (3) to the body (2) .

2.5mm

M5*3

1

2

3

4

S/N

Description

No.s

1

2

3

4

5

 handle

concealed body

face plate

 screws set

1

1

1

1

Protecive sleeve 1

Hot

Cold

tape

outle

Cold

Hot

1

3.Take off the protective sleeve form the body

(2) , and fix the handle (1) by screws set (4).

2 3

5

45-65mm depth

Φ6mm depth

35mm hole

50mm

5
0
m

m

2.5mm

M5*3

1

2

3

4

6

7

8

9

10

S/N

Description

No.s

1

2

Shower arm

Rain shower

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

 diverter handle

handle

faucet concealed body

(2 function)

shower hose

hand shower

face plate

 shower holder with

connector

 screws set

Protecive sleeve

5

1.Before installation, please dig a proper

wall position with depth 46-55mm , and

flush the inside and outside dirt . Fix the

concealed body (5) , then fasten the screws

.Turn on the valves to check if any leakage.

1

2.Take off the protective sleeve from faucet

concealed body (5) , fix the face plate (7) to

the body (5). Then , fasten the diverter

handle (3) and handle (4) to the body (5).

2

3.Fix the shower arm (1) to wall , and the

rain shower (2) to the shower arm (1) .

Then Fix the  shower holder with connector

(9) to the wall.

4.Fix the shower hose (6) and hand

shower (7) to the shower holder (9).

3 4

2.5mm

2mm

11
2

Hot

outle

Cold

45-65mm depth

outle

1

2

3

4

6
S/N

Description

No.s

7

1

2

3

Shower arm

Rain shower

diverter handle

handle

faucet concealed body

(3 function)

spout

1

1

1

4 1

5

6

1

1

1

1

1

7

8

9

face plate

 8mm allen key

screws set

5

8

9

1.Before installation, please dig a proper wall

position with depth 46-55mm , and flush the

inside and outsidedirt . Fix the concealed

body (5) , then fasten the screws .Turn on

the valves to check if any leakage.

Cold

Hot

outlet

1

2.take off the protective sleeve from faucet

concealed body (5) , fix the face plate (7)

to the body (5). Then , fasten the diverter

handle (3) and handle (4) to the body (5).

2

3.Fix the shower arm (1) to wall , and the rain

shower (2) to the shower arm (1) . Take off the

connetor from spout (6) and fix to wall. Then Fix

the  shower holder with connector (12) to the wall.

4.Fix the shower hose (10) and hand

shower (11) to the shower holder (12).

Put the flange of the spout (6) to wall ,

and fasten the spout (6) to the wall.

3 4

12

10

11

10

11

12

shower hose 1

1

1

hand shower

shower holder with

connector

13

13 Protecive sleeve 2

outlet

outlet

45-65mm depth

2mm

2.5mm

2.5mm

S/N

Description

No.s

1

2

3

4

5

hand shower

bath faucet

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

faucet tube

 Inlet flexible hose

shower hose

Flange

 screws set

 Fixing seat

instruction

6

7

8

9

1

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

2.Mark the right position to the floor

by assembledfaucet in step 1 .

4.Flush any contaminates in supply

lines for 30-60 seconds until water is

clean. Then fix the assembled faucet

to the seat (8).

5.connect the shower hose (5) one

end to the faucet (2), and other

end to hand shower (1).

6.Complete as picture.

Installation List

1.Put the inlet flexible hose (4) through

faucet tube (3) , and fix the inlet hose

(4) to bath faucet (2). Then fasten the

fixing seat (8) to the faucet tube (3).

2

3

4

8

3.drill out the hole as per the marked

position , then fix the explosion screws

(7) and fasten to the fixing seat (8).

1 2

3 4 5 6

1
4
0
m

m
 
M

a
x

140mm Max

S/N

Description

No.s

1

2

3

Faucet tube

Hand shower

Shower hose

Faucet body

Flange

Concealed box

Spare parts

bag No.1

1

1

1

4 1

1

1

5

6

7

8

9

1

1

1

Cross

screwdriver

Spare parts

bag No.2

1.Installation and operation steps of

concealed box(as follows).

Hot

the nut

Cold

Please use the

spanner tighten

1

4

5

2

3

6

7

8

9

2.Please remove the protective

cover step by step.

3.put the flange to the bottom

of faucet corretly.

4.Then put the spare parts to

the  bottom of faucet.

5.Please install the square tube of

the main unit on the box on the

ground with the correct direction,

and fix it.

6.Installation it in sequence.
7.then secure the screws again

by cross screwdriver.

5.Install the spout and insert

the fixing screw (as the right

side picture).

6.Install the shower hose to connect

with the shower hand

7.Please open the valve to check

whether exist leaking waterafter

complete the installation.

Check whether there is a leak in the connection and the function is normal.

Before above installation, flush any contaminates in supply lines for 30-60

seconds until water is clean. To avoid any contaminates stuck in the faucet and

affect faucet function usage .

Check and clean all parts and replace if necessary. Stop the water supply and

perform maintenan perform maintenance work.

 Do not use below cleansers to damage the faucet surface.

brasive sponges

cleanser

organic olventsor or acid cleansers

scale removers

household vinegar or vinegar-based cleansers

other senstive chemical cleansers

Maintanance

Function:

Maintenance:

Cleaning:

SHOWER SET WIDESPREAD BATHTUB FAUCET CONCEALED SHOWER SET (TWO FUNCTION)

Installation List

91

115

92

1
1

5

9
2

4mm

Make the

screws tight

Cross

screwdriver

FLOOR STAND BATH MIXER (A)

FLOOR STAND BATH MIXER (B)
CONCEALED SHOWER SET (THREE FUNCTION)

WALL MIXER
WIDESPREAD BASIN FAUCET

Installation List SHOWER COLUMN

1. Tape around the wall "Z" pipes (4), 
    and screw then to the wall water pipes. 
    Then, fasten tight by spanner. After, flush 
    any contaminates in supply lines for 
    30-60 seconds until water is clean.

2. Screw up the wall flange (4) 
    to the "Z" pipes (4)

3. Put the rubber O-ring insdie the 
    faucet (3) screw nuts, and fasten the 
    faucet (3) tight to the wall "Z" pipes (4) 
    by spanner.

4. Fix the shower column accessories (1) to   
    the faucet (3), then identify the height and  
    mark the position of the shower column 
    holder (9), then take out the shower 
    column accessories (1).

5. Fix the shower column 
    holder (9) to wall, then 
    cover by wall flange.

6. Fix the shower column accessories
    (1) to the faucet (3), and connect 
    (1) to the holder (9). Then fix the          
    shower hose (8), hand shower (7), 
    rain shower (2) accordingly.

Note : Make the proper holes suggested above on the      
           counter in proper distance 

1. Make each parts (1 & 2 & 3 & 6) installed to 
    the counter holes separately in correct 
    direction as above picture, then fasten each 
    screw nuts by spanner and allen key. 

2. Fix each hoses (5 & 7) accordingly 
    to each parts as above picture.

3. Flush any contaminates in supply lines for 
    30-60 seconds until water is clean. Fasten 
    the other end of inlet hose (5) to angle valves
    by spanner.

Description

Spout

Handle

Vavle

Instruction

Inlet flexible hose

Faucet under 
parts

Outlet hose

Screw set

WIDESPREAD BASIN FAUCET

WIDESPREAD BATHTUB FAUCET

Note : Make the proper holes suggested above on the      
           counter in proper distance 

1. Make each parts (1 & 2 & 3 & 4) installed to 
    the counter holes separately in correct 
    direction as above picture, then fasten each 
    screw nuts by spanner and allen key. 

2. Fix each hose (5 & 7 & 8) accordingly 
    to each parts as picture showed. Then, 
    fix the weight ball (6) to shower hose (8)

3. Flush any contaminates in supply lines for 
    30-60 seconds until water is clean. Fasten 
    the other end of inlet hose (5) to angle valves 

    by spanner.

WALL MIXER

Installation List

Installation List

1. Before installation, dig a proper wall position with depth
    46-55mm, and flush the inside and outside dirt. Fix the 
    concealed body (2), then fasten the screws.

2. Take off the protective sleeve (5), then fix the face 
plate (3) to the body (2).

3.  Fix the handle (1) by screws set(4).

CONCEALED SHOWER SET (TWO FUNCTION)

1. Before installation, dig a proper wall postion with depth 

    48-55mm , and flush the inside and outside dirt. Fix     
    the concealed body (5), then fasten the screws. Turn   
    on the valves to check if any leakage.

2. Take off the protective sleeve from the  
    faucet (5), fix the face plate (7) to the 
    body (5). Then, fasten the diverter handle(3) 
    and handle (4) to the body (5).

3. Fix the shower arm (1) to wall , and screw 
    the rain shower (2) to the shower arm (1). 
    Then, fix the shower holder with connector (9)
    to the wall.

4. Fix the shower hose (8) and hand     
    shower (7) to the shower holder (9).

CONCEALED SHOWER SET (THREE FUNCTION)

1. Before installation, dig a proper wall postion with depth 

    48-55mm , and flush the inside and outside dirt. Fix     
    the concealed body (5), then fasten the screws. Turn   
    on the valves to check if any leakage.

2. Take off the protective sleeve from the  
    faucet (5), fix the face plate (7) to the 
    body (5). Then, fasten the diverter 
    handle(3) and handle (4) to the body (5).

3. Fix the shower arm (1) to wall, and the rain  
    shower (2) to the shower arm (1). Take off   
    the connector from spout (6) and fix to wall. 
    Then, fix the shower holder with connector  
    (12) to the wall.

4. Fix the shower hose (10) and hand shower (11)  
    to the shower holder (12). Put the flange of the    
    spout (6) to wall, and fasten the spout (6) to the   
    wall.

Installation List

Installation ListInstallation List

FLOOR STAND BATH MIXER (A)

1. Put the inlet flexible hose (4) through 
    faucet tube (3), and fix the inlet hose (4) 
    to bath faucet (2). Then fasten the fixing 
    seat (8) to the faucet tube (3)

2. Mark the right position to the 
    floor by assembled faucet in 
    step 1. 

3. Drill out the hole as per the marked         
    position, then fix the explosion screws
    (7) and fasten to the fixing seat (8).

4. Drill out the hole as per the marked         
    position, then fix the explosion screws
    (7) and fasten to the fixing seat (8).

5. Flush any contaminates in supply 
    lines for 30-60 seconds until water
    is clean. Then, fix the assembled  
    faucet to the seat (8).

6. Complete as picture. 

FLOOR STAND BATH MIXER (B)

1. Installation and operation steps of concealed 
    box (as follows).

2. Remove the protective 
    cover step by step. 

3. Fix the flange to the            
    bottom of faucet correctly. 

4. Then put the spare parts 
    to the bottom of faucet. 

5. Install the square tube of the main unit 
    on the box to the ground in correct 
    direction, and fix it. 
    The spout can be 360° swivel to a proper    
    direction before fix with screws.

6. Install it in sequence. And 
    swivel it in correct direction, 
    then put the screws (4) 
    accordingly.

7. Secure the screws by cross
    screwdriver.

8. Install the spout (1) 
    and fix up the screws.

9. Fix the shower hose and            
    connect with the hand shower. 
    Open the valves to check 
    whether leakage after complete 
    installation. 


